Polyethylene Glycol-Functionalized Magnetic Fe₃O₄/P(MMA-AA) Composite Nanoparticles Enhancing Efficient Capture of Circulating Tumor Cells.
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) played a significant role in early diagnosis and prognosis of carcinomas, and efficient capture of CTCs was highly desired to provide important and reliable evidence for clinical diagnosis. In present work, we successfully synthesized functional magnetic Fe3O4/P(MMA-AA) composite nanoparticles (FCNPs) inspired by a counterbalance concept for recognition and capture of CTCs. This counterbalance, composed of polyethylene glycol (PEG) suppressing cell adhesion and anti-epithelial-cell-adhesion-molecule (anti-EpCAM) antibody targeting tumor cells, could both enhance the specific capture of tumor cells and reduce unspecific adhesion of normal cells. The study showed that the PEG density on the surface of the FCNPs affected the specificity of the materials, and a density of ca. 15% was efficient for reducing the unspecific adhesion. After incubation with the mixture of HepG2 cells and Jurkat T cells, the FCNPs reached a capture efficiency as high as about 86.5% of the cancer cells, suggesting great potential on detection of CTCs in the diagnoses and prognoses of cancer metastasis.